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Abstract. We investigate the physical properties of compressed gray phosphorus through density functional
plus dynamical mean-field theory, showing self-doping and s-wave electronic structure reconstruction. At
commensurate electron density the 3p spectrum is shown to be almost unaffected by electronic correlations,
however upon self-doping largely the normal and superconducting states. These findings provide a micro-
scopic understanding of pressure-induced hole carrier superconductivity on the normal state coherence of
s-wave superconductors with well defined Bogoliubov quasiparticles at low temperatures. Upon internal
thermalization the s-wave superconducting state loses its phase-coherence.

PACS. 31.15.A Ab initio calculations – 71.10.Fd Lattice fermion models (Hubbard model, etc.) – 71.30.+h
Metal-insulator transitions and other electronic transitions

1 Introduction

Interest in black phosphorus (BP) as emerging p-band ma-
terial has been revitalized after the rising of graphene and
topological insulators [1]. At normal conditions bulk BP
crystalizes in an orthorhombic (A17) structure [2], where
layers of six-membered rings with chair conformation are
stacked along [010]. In addition to the semiconducting
A17 structural phase, BP has two pressure-induced crys-
tal structure transitions, the first from orthorhombic to
rhombohedral (A7) phase at 5.0 ≤ P ≤ 12.4 GPa, followed
by a simple cubic phase above this pressure range [3,4].
This layered p-band materials allow for sensible changes of
physical properties on applying external perturbations [5,
6] Particularly interesting are strain-induced band gap
modifications [7], which allow to tune semiconductor BP
into anisotropic Dirac semimetal [8], and pressure-induced
superconducting phase transitions with Tc ≈ 6− 13 K [5,
4,9,10], whose origin could be a fingerprint of electron-
phonon coupling mechanism [11].

Superconductivity induced upon intercalation of al-
kali metals in BP shows a universal critical temperature
of 3.8 ± 0.1 K, independent of the synthesized chemi-
cal composition [12]. This finding has brought up addi-
tional interest about the origin of superconductivity in
BP allotropes [13]. High-pressure x-ray diffraction mea-
surements show that around 5 GPa the A17 phase par-
tially transforms to a A7 phase which coexists with the
A17 phase between 5 and 8.7 GPa [14] and subsequently
becomes single phase at higher pressures. Finally, the A7
phase converts to a simple cubic phase at 12.4 GPa [4].

These two high-pressure phases display interesting phys-
ical properties, including superconductivity on both A7
and simple cubic phases with distinct charge carries [4]. In
spite of earlier studies of phonon-mediated superconduc-
tivity on pure and doped BP [5,15,16], no detailed under-
standing of the hole-carrier electronic normal state respon-
sible for the superconducting state in A7 gray phosphorus
(GP) has been provided so far. In this work we propose a
microscopic ingredient for superconductivity [17], namely
a pressure-dependent self-doping mechanism [18], leading
to fractional 3p-orbital occupation and hole-carriers in the
planar 3p orbitals of A7 GP.

The relevance of electron-hole carriers on supercon-
ductivity is an issue of current interest for both conven-
tional (BCS-electron-phonon mechanism) and unconven-
tional superconductors [17]. Particularly relevant in this
context is Ref. [4], showing the importance of hole car-
riers in developing superconductivity and enhancing the
superconducting transition temperature Tc in compressed
BP. According to Ref. [4], when hole carriers become domi-
nant in the A7 or cubic phases, superconductivity seems to
emerge in the former while, in the latter, Tc is enhanced.
Here we focus on self-doping inducing electronic recon-
struction in the normal [19] and the conventional s-wave
superconducting [13] state of A7 GP.

The possibility of correlated electron physics in purely
p [20] or s [21,22] band systems is to some extent awk-
ward and at the same time very intriguing, since the naive
expectation dictates that the itinerance (kinetic energy
of p, s-carriers) is appreciable compared to the electron-
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Fig. 1. Layered structure of rhombohedral (A7) gray phos-
phorus at 10.3 GPa.

electron interactions, as distinct from d-band systems, where
d electrons reside in much narrower bands (hence the ef-
fective U/W is sizable; U and W are, respectively, the
on-site Coulomb repulsion and the bare one-particle band
width) [23]. Thus, understanding the role played by dy-
namical on-site Coulomb interactions as the route towards
Landau-Fermi liquidness [22,24] in materials with active
broad bands is undoubtedly an issue of fundamental in-
terest [25]. With this in place, in an earlier study [19]
it was shown that sizable electronic reconstruction quali-
fies A7 GP as an orbital-selective p-band system, hosting
renormalized electronic states at low energies. Here, we
extend this local-density approximation plus dynamical
mean-field theory (LDA+DMFT) work of bulk GP to re-
veal hidden self-energy effects in superconducting A7 GP.
Careful investigation of the multi-band (MB) and multi-
orbital (MO) electronic dispersions of pure and self-doped
GP provides microscopic insights into the electronic be-
havior of compressed phosphorus allotropes. Additionally,
we explore the role played by the s-wave superconducting
pairing state [13], showing the emergence of Bogoliubov
quasiparticles characteristic of conventional BCS super-
conductors at low energies [26].

MB and MO physics is inherently complex due to lat-
tice, charge and spin degrees of freedom [23]. These cou-
pled correlations have hampered an integral theoretical
approach to real systems. DFT+DMFT [27] allows for a
systematic approach to treat static and dynamical many-
particle electronic correlation effects both in the normal
and superconducting phases [28]. In real systems, external
perturbations like pressure, lattice distortions and dop-
ing can cause spectacular structural, magnetic and elec-
tronic effects. As an illustration thereof, here we study
correlation, self-doping, s-wave pairing and thermalization
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the LDA orbital resolved and to-
tal density-of-states (DOS) of A7 GP at 5.3 GPa [19] (dashed
line) and 10.3 eV (solid line), showing sizable one-particle band
broadening under compression. Notice the narrowing of V -
valley DOS near the Fermi energy (EF = ω = 0.0 eV) with
increasing pressure.

induced electronic reconstructions of compressed A7 GP
using the DFT+DMFT method, which self-consistently
takes into account many-body (strong or not) effects in
real solids.

2 Results and discussion

A17 BP (space group Cmca) is a narrow band gap semi-
conductor under ambient pressure conditions [29]. Its or-
thorhombic crystal structure consists of corrugated lay-
ers of six-membered rings stacked along [010] direction.
A7 GP, on the other hand, has a rhombohedral structure
(space group R3̄m) [30], similar to elemental bismuth [31].
Being an homologue of Bi and As, A7 GP is characterized
by extended puckered layers of three-connected phospho-
rus atoms, with shorter distances within each layer than
between (111) layers, as shown in Fig. 1.

LDA calculations using crystal structure inputs at 10.3 GPa [4]
for superconducting GP were performed using the lin-
ear muffin-tin orbitals (LMTO) [32] scheme in the atomic
sphere approximation. The corresponding orbital resolved
LDA density-of-states (DOS) is shown in Fig. 2. In con-
trast with GP at 5.3 GPa [19], the orbital resolved and
total spectral functions for the 3p states show an appre-
ciable one-particle band broadening (≈ 3.7 eV), character-
ized by large in energy spectral weight transfer (SWT) of
both valence and conduction band states with increasing
pressure. Also interesting is the reduction of the V -shaped
pseudoband gap at low energies, particularly within the
in plane x, y orbitals, which is almost symmetric around
0.15 eV binding energy. Thus, upon compression the 3p
carriers acquire additional itinerance, consistent with en-
hanced metallicity seen in the normal state electrical trans-
port data [4,10].
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In addition to changes in the electron-hole balance [4]
near the Fermi energy (EF ), we have identified a small
contribution of the 3s band to the total electronic struc-
ture of A7 GP at 10.3 GPa. As shown in Fig. 3 additional
residual electronic states are found at and above EF , im-
plying, as we propose here, a microscopic self-doping mech-
anism upon compression, where 3p electrons are partially
transferred to 3s electronic states. Since phosphorus is a
group 15 element, this self-doping mechanism would nec-
essarily involve partial occupation of the active 3p shell.
This situation of two active bands with different orbital
character and orbital degeneracy provides the underlying
microscopic one-band seeds to investigate hidden electron
mass enhancement [33] and s-wave superconductivity as
well as thermalization-induced electronic structure recon-
struction of A7 GP at high-pressure conditions.

2.1 Role of multi-orbital electronic correlations

Within LDA, the one-electron part of the two-band model
Hamiltonian relevant to A7 GP is

H0 =
∑

a,k,σ

εa(k)c
†
a,k,σca,k,σ +

∑

i,a,σ

(Ea − µ)ni,a,σ ,

where a denotes the 3s and 3p bands crossing EF , µ is the
chemical potential and Ea are on-site energies in the real
structure under pressure. Here, εa(k) is the two-channel
band dispersion, which encodes details of the one-electron
LDA band structure. These s and p bands are the relevant
one-particle inputs for many-body band structure calcula-
tions within LDA+DMFT. In light of non-negligible cor-
relation effects in A7 GP [19], here we show how a DMFT
treatment of many-particle Coulomb interaction effects
properly describe the onset of self-energy corrections in
the spectral function of compressed A7 GP. This consti-
tute the one-band [34] and MO [27] local interaction terms
Hs

int and Hp
int, respectively. The correlated many-body

Hamiltonian Hint = Hs
int + Hp

int + Hsp
int considered here

for A7 GP reads

Hint = U
∑

i

ns,i,↑ns,i,↓ + U
∑

i,α

np,i,α,↑np,i,α,↓

+ U ′
∑

p,i,α 6=β

np,i,αnp,i,β + Usp

∑

<ij>

ni,snj,p ,

where α = x, y, z denotes the diagonalized 3p orbitals,
U is the on-site Coulomb interaction, U ′ = U − 2JH is
the inter-orbital p-band Coulomb interaction, JH is the
corresponding Hund’s coupling and Usp is the Madelung
term [18].

We evaluate the many-particle Green’s functions

Ga,σ(ω,k) =
1

ω −Σa,σ(ω)− εa(k)

of the many-body Hamiltonian H = H0 + Hint at zero
temperature and real frequencies (with ω ≡ ω + iη) using
one-band [35] and MO [36] iterated perturbation theory

(IPT) impurity solvers for Hs
int and Hp

int, respectively.
Within LDA the one-band dispersions are read off from
εa(k). These are inputs for LDA+DMFT which gener-
ates Fermi liquid electronic excitations due to self-energy
corrections as discussed below. The detailed formulation
of IPT for one-band and MO correlated electron systems
has already been described in Refs. [35,36] and used in
the context of p-band systems [28,37], so we do not re-
peat the equations here. The IPT ansatz is known to ac-
count for the correct low- and high-energy behavior of the
one-particle spectral functions and self-energies of Hub-
bard like models in the large-D limit (DMFT). It en-
sures the Mott-Hubbard metal-insulator transition from
a correlated metal to a Mott insulator as a function of
the Coulomb interaction U . This interpolative scheme is
computationally very efficient, with real frequency out-
put at zero and finite temperatures, enabling the study of
electronic structure reconstruction and transport proper-
ties of real materials with different magnetically ordered
and superconducting phase instabilities. Importantly, our
real frequency MO-IPT scheme [36] has a proven record
of good semiquantitative agreement with experiments for
a range of correlated materials, and it gives results for
the spectral functions and self-energies in qualitatively ac-
cord with numerical exact continuos-time quantum Monte
Carlo (CT-QMC) calculations [38].

Since the role played by electronic correlations in the
excitation spectrum of compressed phosphorus allotropes
remains not fully understood [39], in Fig. 3 we show LDA+DMFT
band- and orbital-resolved spectral functions that emerges
from dynamical correlations in bulk GP at 10.3 GPa, for
fixed Madelung (Usp = 0.6U) and Hund’s rule (JH =
0.5 eV) interactions as well as the total electron occupancy
ntotal =

∑

a,σ〈na,σ〉 = 5.0. Our choice for U is consistent
with a Hartree-Fock estimation of intra-atomic Coulomb
energy [40], and has been used in an early study [37] plac-
ing bulk BP on the Kondo insulating side of the correlated
semiconducting family. Moreover, in our choice of Usp we
follow Ref. [41], which has shown that nonlocal interac-
tion terms can be sizable in delocalized broad p band sys-
tems like graphene and graphite, with a magnitude reach-
ing up to 60% of the on-site Coulomb interaction. It is
worth noting as well that albeit U is considerably large,
the U/W parameter ratio used here is small (W ≈ 30.3 eV
is the one-particle LDA bandwidth at 10.3 GPa), placing
(as shown in Fig. 3) compressed GP within the Landau-
Fermi liquid regime of good metals [22]. In this effectively
weakly correlated regime the electronic spectrum of A7
GP is almost unaffected by MB and MO dynamical cor-
relations arising from U and U ′, attesting the stability of
the on-particle spectra against sizable Coulomb correla-
tion effects. However, while the spectral lineshape at high
energies remains close to that found using the static mean-
field (Hartree) approximation, Fig. 3 displays weak, albeit
visible, p-band electronic reconstruction between -6 eV to
6 eV, i.e., at the energy window where the dynamical (ω-
dependent) self-energies are finite (see our discussion be-
low). Interesting as well is the absence of s-band SWT,
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Fig. 3. LDA+DMFT orbital- and band-resolved as well as
total DOS of bulk GP at 10.3 GPa for JH = 0.5 eV, Usp = 0.6U
and three different values for the on-site Coulomb interaction
U , showing the stability of the one-particle spectra against
sizable electron correlation effects. The static, LDA+Hartree
spectral functions of A7 GP are shown for comparison. Inset
shows the self-energies imaginary parts, arising from dynamical
electron-electron interactions, characteristic of good Landau-
Fermi liquid metals.

a signature of vanishing many-body correlation effects in
this almost fully polarized electron reservoir.

In order to get realistic insights into the hidden corre-
lated electronic structure evolution due to Landau-Fermi
liquidness, in the insets of Fig. 3 we show the frequency
dependence of 3p and 3s self-energy imaginary parts. As
seen, all ImΣa(ω) follows the ω2 behavior, intrinsic to
Landau-Fermi liquids [42], at low energies. Interestingly,
due to strong orbital polarization and lack of inter-orbital
Coulomb correlation effects, ImΣ3s(ω) is almost one order
of magnitude smaller as compared to Σ3p(ω) self-energies,
implying a free electron gas scenario for the 3s states of
A7 GP at 10.3 GPa. Low-energy coherence is also reflected
in the linear dependence of ReΣa(ω) (not shown), which
is relevant to band mass renormalization seen in experi-
ment [33].

In DMFT the quasiparticle residue Za, which defines
the renormalized Fermi energy of an orbital a, directly
yields the effective mass of quasiparticles [42],

m∗
a

me

=
1

Za

=

(

1−
∂ReΣa(ω)

∂ω

)

ω=0

,

whereme is the free-electron mass. Thus, from the slope of
the self-energy real parts at 10.3 GPa we obtain an orbital-
and band-dependent effective mass ratio (m∗

x,m
∗
y,m

∗
z,m

∗
s)/me

of (1.205, 1.205, 1.199, 1.003) for U = 10.0 eV, in good
agreement with extant data for metallic BP where m∗ =
1.38me [33]. Interestingly, the effective band mass renor-
malization we find is also in qualitative good accord with
experimental determined values 1.23 < m∗

me

< 1.28 for

Sodium metal [43], implying similar low-energy Landau-

Fermi-liquidness in these two broad electron band sys-
tems [22]. Thus, taken together with earlier studies [33,
43], our results in Fig. 3 certify the importance of fre-
quency dependent self-energy corrections for understand-
ing intrinsic electron mass enhancement of real materials.

2.2 Role of pressure-induced self-doping

Under external perturbations like pressure or lattice strain,
the hopping matrix elements, the on-site energies and the
crystal-field splittings are all renormalized in non-trivial
ways. In practice it is difficult to separate these one-body
effects, particularly if lattice instabilities are not known
a priori. Here, motivated by the dominance of hole car-
ries in superconducting A7 GP [4], we adopt the following
strategy to derive the electronic state, which might host
superconductivity at pressures close to 10.3 GPa. Follow-
ing an earlier study of electron-phonon mediated super-
conductivity in hole doped BP [15], where the hole car-
riers were found to naturally populate the planar bands,
resulting in enhanced electron-phonon interaction, we re-
strict ourselves to the double degenerated x, y orbital sec-
tor and consider an orbital-dependent on-site energy term,
Hδ = δ

∑

i,α,σ ni,α,σ for the 3px,y orbitals in the many-

body Hamiltonian of A7 GP, i.e., H̄ = H0+Hint+Hδ. In
our self-consistent many-particle treatment, we vary δ > 0
in trial steps to simulate the electronic (and hence, self-
doping) changes upon compression. Keeping fixed total
occupancy, ntotal = 5.0, this choice in Hδ directly leads
to 〈nx,y〉 > 〈nz〉 by itself, implying a self-consistent rear-
rangement of all on-site energies Ea. In our theory, δa acts
like an orbital field, sensitively controlling the occupancies
of each orbital in much the same way as the magnetization
of a paramagnet as a function of an external Zeeman field.

Thermodynamically, within our scheme compressedA7
GP can be thought as consisting of two 3p metallic fluids,
one which participates in the superconducting state and
another one, which does not. As such, our two-fluid sce-
nario should be applicable to superconductors, where a
large portion of spectral weight participates in the super-
conducting condensate below Tc. Viewed in light of this
proposal, our findings below opens up interesting avenues
for future studies on two-fluid theories of superconductiv-
ity [44].

Fig. 4 shows that small variations of δ with fixed U, JH
and Usp drive appreciable SWT, producing selective elec-
tronic reconstruction of the one-particle spectral functions.
While the one-particle DOS of the 3s band remains sim-
ilar to the unperturbed A7 GP, the px,y and pz DOS are
clearly affected by the orbital field δ, showing large energy
SWT with increasing δ. As expected, while the pz and
3s electronic states are continuously transferred to high
binding energies, the px,y orbital occupancy progressively
increases, implying enhanced polarization within the 3p
orbital states. Thereupon, the V -valleys relevant to val-
leytronics [45] follows the same trend, with the px,y cross-
ing EF for δ between 1.2 and 2.0 eV. For δ = 2.0 eV we
find the px,y orbitals to be 0.102 hole doped, in good ac-
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Fig. 4. LDA+DMFT orbital- and band-resolved as well as
total DOS of bulk GP at 10.3 GPa for JH = 0.5 eV, Usp =
6.0 eV and different values for the orbital-field δ, showing self-
doping-induced spectral weight redistribution over large energy
scales. Notice the low-energy V -valleys, with the x, y-valley
crossing EF for δ between 1.2 and 2.0 eV.

cord with 0.14 hole doped found in Ref. [15] for metallic
BP.

2.3 Role of s-wave pairing and lifetime broadening

We now focus on the electronic state which emerges due
to s-wave superconductivity in bulk A7 GP. In view of
the complexity of the problem [13], we only restrict our-
selves to a qualitative microscopic many-particle discus-
sion. Since Landau-Fermi liquid quasiparticles are stable
excitations in good metals, instabilities to ordered states
via BCS-like pairing of well defined Landau-Fermi liquid
quasiparticles are tenable. Following the philosophy used
earlier [28] for solid O2 superconductor at extreme high
pressure conditions, we restrict ourselves to the 3px,y or-
bital sector assuming for simplicity an intraband interac-
tion potential V [13]. In this situation the interaction in
the Cooper channel reads

Hpair =
1

2
V

∑

α,k,k′

c†α,k,↑c
†
α,−k,↓cα,−k′,↓cα,k′,↑ ,

where α = x, y. Decoupling Hpair in the particle-particle

channel [46] gives HMF
pair = ∆

∑

α,k(c
†
α,k,↑c

†
α,−k,↓ + H.c.),

with ∆ being the induced s-wave pairing potential [26].
As shown below, the two-fluid [44] assumption made here
has profound effects in the low energy excitation spec-
trum within the conventional BCS s-wave superconduct-
ing phase.

Aiming to shine light on the changes in the excita-
tion spectrum of bulk A7 GP across the superconducting
phase transition, we have extended our normal state elec-
tronic structure calculation to treat Hpair above within
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Fig. 5. Left panels display the orbital-resolved and total
LDA+DMFT (U = 10.0 eV, JH = 0.5 eV, Usp = 6.0 eV )
spectral functions in the two-fluid [44] s-wave superconducting
state of bulk A7 GP at 10.3 GPa, showing their changes with
increasing the orbital-field δ and fixed pair-field ∆. Notice the
particle-hole asymmetry of the sharp Bogoliubov quasiparti-
cles. Right panel shows the normal (∆ = 0.0) and supercon-
ducting (∆ 6= 0.0) DOS of the 3px,y orbitals for fixed δ, showing
salient superconducting quasiparticles with increasing ∆.

the LDA+DMFT formalism for the superconducting state [28].
Using our assumption for the s-wave superconducting pair-
field ∆ the LDA+DMFT equations are readily extend-
able to the superconducting regime. As in Ref. [47], the
one-particle Green’s function have normal and anoma-
lous components yielding renormalized Ga,σ propagators,
which are solved by extending the normal state LDA+DMFT
solution to include an explicit pair potential term. Includ-
ing the pair-field ∆, the LDA+DMFT propagators are
written as [28]

Ga,σ(ω,k) =
1

ω −Σa,σ(ω)− εa(k)−
∆2

ω+Σ∗

a,σ̄
(ω)+εa(k)

,

where the ∗ denotes complex conjugation [48]. However,
since these equations couple only the planar 3p-orbitals
of A7 GP, the opening up of a superconducting gap in a
particular x, y-band will not induce secondary gaps in the
remaining 3pz and 3s bands.

We now describe our results within the s-wave su-
perconducting state of bulk A7 GP. Using the normal
state LDA+DMFT solution for δ = 0.6 eV, in the right
panel of Fig. 5 we show the changes induced by super-
conductivity in the planar spectral functions of A7 GP
across the normal-to-superconducting state. As seen, the
3px,y channel is strongly affected by the pairing mech-
anism. Clear appearance of a superconducting gap and
sharp singularities at low-energies are induced across the
superconducting phase instability. It is worth mention-
ing that sharp singularities at low energies as in Fig. 5,
the so-called Bogoliubov quasiparticles, are a signature of
conventional s-wave superconductivity [26]. Remarkable is
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Fig. 6. LDA+DMFT (U = 10.0 eV, JH = 0.5 eV, Usp =
6.0 eV) spectral functions in the self-doped (δ = 2.0 eV) two-
fluid superconducting [44] (∆ = 0.3 eV) phase of A7 GP,
showing their evolution with increasing the Lorentzian lifetime
broadening η. Notice the complete smearing of the Bogoliubov
quasiparticles and the gap-closing for η = 0.1 eV.

the particle-hole asymmetry of the Bogoliubov quasipar-
ticles, with changes in their particle-hole character with
increasing the orbital field δ as shown in the left-upper
panel of Fig. 5. This is strictly tied to the fact that in A7
GP the excitation spectrum is already particle-hole asym-
metric. Additionally, while weak SWT from low- to high-
energies occurs within the conduction band the valence
band states are highly reshaped at energies up to 2 eV
binding energy with increasing δ, as clearly seen in the
left-upper-panel of Fig. 5. Future tunneling spectroscopy
(dI/dV ) measurements [49] are called for to corroborate
our two-fluid superconducting scenario and the changes in
the total one-particle spectral function (Fig. 5 left-lower
panel) across the s-wave superconducting phase transition
in A7 GP at pressures close to 10.3 GPa.

However, since Bogoliubov quasiparticles exist only
in the coherent superconducting state it is important to
inquiry on how stable are the Bogoliubov quasiparticle
peaks to thermalization effects [50]. We recall here that
internal thermalization usually comes from scatterings due
to impurities or residual electron-lattice interactions, which
can be included by a finite imaginary part in the retarded
Green’s function. Therefore, the lifetime broadening iη in
the single-particle Green’s function can be used to sim-
ulate thermal smearing induced by internal thermaliza-
tion of the electron system. With these caveats in mind,
in Fig. 6 we show our results for different values for the
Lorentzian lifetime broadening [51]. To keep our descrip-
tion realistic here we have chosen η values which are com-
patible with those reported for broad molecular systems
like PF3, PF5, and SF6 with lifetime broadening rang-
ing from 0.3 eV to 0.55 eV [52]. Thus, as seen in Fig. 6
the orbital resolved and total DOS are strongly thermally
smeared with increasing η, and as expected the supercon-

ducting gap shrinks upon decreasing the lifetime of the
Bogoliubov quasiparticles. In this gap-filling [48] scenario
the Bogoliubov quasiparticles lose their coherence and the
corresponding spectral weight fills in the s-wave supercon-
ducting gap at low energies.

3 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have microscopically studied the elec-
tronic structure reconstruction in pressurizedA7 gray phos-
phorus using local-density approximation plus dynamical-
mean-field theory. Although the main purpose of this pa-
per is to unveil the electronic reconstruction across the su-
perconducting phase instability of normal Landau-Fermi
liquids, a major finding of the present study is the effec-
tive band mass renormalization, which is in good qualita-
tive agreement with extant data for metallic black phos-
phorus [33], attesting the importance of treating dynami-
cal correlation effects self-consistently. Implications of our
picture for the s-wave superconducting state, including
the existence of sharp Bogoliubov quasiparticles at low
temperatures, are discussed. We demonstrate how the su-
perconducting pairing state involving itinerant (3px,y) or-
bitals loses its phase-coherence upon thermalization, where
the superconducting gap is shown to be continuously filled
upon gradual smearing of the Bogoliubov quasiparticles
as internal thermalization increases. Our work underlines
the importance of local dynamical correlations in this p
band system, and holds promise for understanding similar
physics in correlated systems where thermalization may
occur without temperature [53].
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